New Zealand Shipwrecks Over 200
shipwrecks in the marine reserve1 (mh) - - friends of the ... - shipwrecks in the marine reserve1 (mh) over the
decades wellington has had its share of wrecks, in the harbour especially the entrance, the south coast and fitzroy
and palliser bays. more information about shipwrecks and underwater ... - there are over 2,500 shipwrecks in
new zealandÃ¢Â€Â™s marine and fresh waters, but of these only about 200 have been accurately located. many
wrecks hold important archaeological information about the circumstances surrounding the wreck, the lives of the
people . on board, the cargo and the construction and technology of the vessel. the relationship between different
parts of the wreck and their ... shipwrecks - solitary islands - nsw environment & heritage - see also the
shipwreck atlas of new south wales, (ed 3), available from the nsw heritage office. all shipwrecks over 75 years of
age are soon as possible if a shipwreck or other chapter 9 new zealand - papersrn - the act asserts new zealand
sovereignty over the territorial sea (12 nm). the act also establishes a contiguous zone (a further 12 nm beyond the
territorial sea), and an exclusive economic zone (eez) (200 nm). 2 the continental shelf act 1964 * we are most
grateful to all those who responded to an informal survey on the unesco con- vention 2001. unless a department or
agency afÃ¯Â¬Â•liation is ... genealogical sources guide - otago - comber index to shipping to new zealand
1839 to 1889 an index to information about the ships that arrived in new zealand from the united kingdom and
europe during the period 1839 to 1889. in the matter of the resource management act 1991 - an examination of
the ingram and wheatley book, new zealand shipwrecks: over 200 years of disasters at sea, widely regarded as the
most comprehensive listing of new zealand ship wrecks available, for evidence of wrecks in the vicinity of the
proposed salmon farms iv. a ... the challenges and implications of removing shipwrecks in ... - the challenges
and implications of removing shipwrecks in the 21st century about lloydÃ¢Â€Â™s lloydÃ¢Â€Â™s is the
worldÃ¢Â€Â™s specialist insurance market, conducting business in over 200 countries and territories worldwide
 international maritime archaeology & shipwreck society - page 4 of 23 autumn 2014. number 8
presidents remarks what an incredible 12 months of maritime new zealand king salmon relocation options new zealand shipwrecks: over 200 years of disasters at sea. 2007. 3 new zealand archaeological association (nzaa)
records, and the documentary sources listed in the bibliography attached to my july 2011 report, do not disclose
the existence of wahi tapu or maori historical before the epa trans-tasman resources ltd ironsands ... - (b) a
review of literature relevant to shipwrecks on the south taranaki coast (as set out in appendix a); and (c) a review
of information on the new zealand archaeological coastal & underwater archaeological sites - first chief justice
of new zealand, and william swainson, the first attorney general. 2 the tyne also made two more voyages
subsequent to this, arriving in wellington in april 1842, 3 and again in august 1843. 4 australasian institute for
maritime archaeology, inc. - new zealand has over 3000 documented shipwrecks, and over 1500 of these
occurred prior to 1900. much of new zealandÃ¢Â€Â™s nineteenth century transport and defence infrastructure
was focused on the maritime environment. archaeological sites, be they on land or underwater, contain important
information that informs our understanding of past activity and the development of new zealand as a country ...
before the northland regional council in the matter and in ... - (c) i am a member of heritage new zealand
pouhere taonga (hnzpt) and the international committee on monuments and sites (icomos); (d) i have over 40
years of experience in the field of archaeology including
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